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Dear sponsors, financial adopters, donors, volunteers and interested parties.
It has been almost a year since we had to implement our precautions against the COVID-19
pandemic and our children spend their lives in quarantine on the grounds of the shelter. Not
an easy task with 23 children and 7 students, but we got through this past period without
any major problems.
Of course, there were occasional irritations and rules were broken because the children miss
their school, their friends and freedom. But by supervising the children intensively and
introducing an extensive activity program, it has all been very easy.
A lot of attention has also been paid to school and study. Our staff members guide the
children in this and make sure they do their homework daily. The schools provide their
classes online. This has resulted in all of our children scoring on average a passing grade in
their Christmas exams taken at Dolidi.
Our students took their online lectures at Dolidi for 7 months. Since September, they have
been studying again in their own study environment and attending, coronama-adapted,
lectures there.
Olvin Ratowo and Astin Mokeba graduated in December from their economics/accountancy
studies. We are very proud of them! You can read their success story on the study fund
page.
As always, we try to keep you informed about the progress of our project as much as
possible through this newsletter, which also includes the annual financial report.

Informatie;
Website:
www.stichtingdolidindano.com

It remains for me, also on
behalf of the Board to thank
you all again for your support!
I wish you much reading
pleasure.

Fiscaal nummer: 8216.82.817
KvK nummer: 09211631

Eef van Koningsveld
chairman.
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Mutations
With children and staff in the shelter
9-year-old Gabriel Joze Kapala was admitted to our shelter on February 9. Joze was signed up by
his mother with help from the community. Mom and her family have suffered a lot as victims of
the Poso conflict in the year 2000. Our research has shown that Joze, as a deprived child, has no
perspective of a good future and therefore we have taken him into our shelter. Joze can not yet
read and write. Because the schools are still closed, we will first prepare him at Dolidi for the SD
elementary school.

Olviana
Ratowo
Astin Mokeba have officially
the shelter
Translated
withand
www.DeepL.com/Translator
(freeleft
version)
Zoze because they have completed
their studies. Olviana is now temporarily living at her brother's house and is looking for a job.
Astin, meanwhile, has been offered a job with us at Dolidi and has accepted. For the foundation
this means again.... mission accomplished! (More about this elsewhere in this newsletter)

Disadvantaged and orphaned children will always be there. That is why the Dolidi Ndano Foundation wants to continue our help for
these children for as long as possible. We have a beautiful accommodation for that with many possibilities to continue to pursue our
goals. Of course we depend on your support, sponsorships, donations and financial adoptions. It is therefore important that there is
an energetic and harmonious organization present that can absorb the loss of people without major problems. In this context, we
have had to change the organization in Indonesia and the employment contract with manager Adrianus Kalenke (pp Ika) has been
terminated as of September 30, 2021. New to the organization 2 young people have been hired. Seprianus Pereru has signed an
agreement for the position of project manager starting January 1, 2021 and Astin Mokeba has signed an agreement for the position
of financial manager starting March 1, 2021.
Seprian Pereru (Dodi) After a year of preparation, Dodi
has now started his task as project manager at Dolidi. His
Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)
dedication, ideas, independence and insight give new
impulses and this gives us a lot of confidence in
a good future. Dodi himself says he is very
happy with his job and hopes for a long and
fruitful cooperation. Dodi has now graduated
but his graduation is still pending due to the
corona pandemic.
Astin Mokeba Astin, who has been at our shelter since
the beginning, has accepted a job as financial manager at
Dolidi. This position is new but had been in the works for
some time. We have deliberately waited to make the offer
until after she has completed her studies. She will begin
her position on March 1 and is currently preparing for her
task. Because Astin gets accommodation at Dolidi, her
salary remains affordable and she is very happy
with the circumstance that she can give
something back.She therefore did not have to
think long. After the corona she will also be given
a part task to manage the finances of the resort.

Board Dolidi Ndano
Foundation Netherlands
5 volunteers Secretariat
Esther Braakhuis

Students shelter
4 students
as of 1-8 '21
7 students

Advising and coordinating
Indonesia
1 volunteer
Eef van Koningsveld

Project manager
shelter and medical care
1 paid staff
Dodi Pereru

Financial manager
administration and budgeting
1 paid staff
S.E. Astin Mokeba

Staff childcare home
6 paid workers
2 supervisors/security
1 cook - 1 housekeeping
1 maintenance - 1 driver

Children's shelter
13 girls 10 boys
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Financial Accountability

Annual report 2020 Dolidi Ndano foundation

Balance December 31, 2020
Liquid assets
Current account
Medical fund account
Education fund account
Reserves

December 31, 2019
€ 3.153,36
€ 5.000,00
€ 3.000,00
€ 11.153,36

December 31, 2020
€ 2.557,63
€ 4.500,00
€ 4.500,00
€ 11.557,63

Assets ans Costs (after correction)
Assets
Costs
Donations € 66.640,46 Exploitation
Study costs
Medical costs
Building maintenance
Investment in buildings
Result

€ 29.008,00
€ 13.841,00
€ 2.875,00
€ 5.834,00
€ 10.562,00
€ 62.120,00
€ 4.520,46
€ 66.640,46

Donations received 2020
Financial adoption plan
Donations
Contribution Resort Dolidi Ndano
Indo.governement contribution
Total donations 2020

€ 18.625,00
€ 48.015,46
€
0,00
€
0,00
€ 66.640,46

Multi-year summary of income and expenditure

with a positive balance. Of course we had to miss
the contribution of the resort because there were
hardly any bookings of guests and it was not
possible to organise any actions.
However, many sponsors and/or donors have
supported our project a little extra and therefore
we did not have to economise extra. We are
therefore very grateful and proud that you have
continued to support our project.
Budget 2021; Also because of the results of 2020,
the budget for 2021 has taken into account a lower
contribution of the resort and donations from
actions because of the still continuing corona
epedimie.

Budget 2021
Operating budget
Feeding 28 children + staff
Care / clothing
School costs (junior-senior)
Staff salary (8 employees)
Gas/Water/Light
School bus and scooters
Inventory
Budget expenses
Maintenance land & buildings
Investment buildings
Medical costs
Study costs (university)
Unforeseen

100000
80000

Bedrag in Euro

Explanation 2020
Balance sheet 2020; Despite the COVID-19
2018
epidemic, we were able to close the financial year

60000
40000
20000
0
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Jaar
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Baten

expenses
Lasten
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Budget income
Financial adoption plan
Donations from actions
Donations/Gifts/Reserves
Contribution resort

€ 11.000,00
€ 2.500,00
€ 5.000,00
€ 11.000,00
€ 1.300,00
€ 700,00
€ 500,00
€ 32.000,00
€ 2.000,00
€ 7.000,00
€ 5.000,00
€ 18.000,00
€ 1000,00
€ 33.000,00
€ 19.000,00
€ 6.000,00
€ 39.000,00
€ 1.000,00
€ 65.000,00

Notes to the 2021 budget
Cover plan
Financial adoption plan
Donations from actions
Donations/grants
Contribution Resort
Reserve for study fund
Reserve for medical fund

Income
Note
*
**
***
****
*****
*****

Total

Amount budget
€
19.000,00
€
6.000,00
€
30.000,00
€
1.000,00
€
4.500,00
€
4.500,00

€

Publication plan
Study fund

Expenses
Amount budget
€
18.000.00

Medical fund

€

5,000.00

Shelter

€

32,000.00

Buildings and land

€

10.000,00

65.000,00

€

Total

**

***
***

*****

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

A total of 70 financial adopters sponsor a
monthly sum for the care, feeding and study of
a child.
These are purposeful actions of the board and
spontaneously offered actions of people or
institutions that support our project.
These are spontaneous donations from people
who want to support our charity.
This is a contribution from the turnover of the
resort and spontaneous donations from guests s
taying at the resort.
This is the reserve left over from the previous
year from our savings account.

NAAM

M/J

SCHOOL

NATALIA ANGRAINI GOLONTALO
GLORIA IVONE PANGANDO
TALITHA PARIMO
OLIVIA BURU
LUDIA NATALIA ASRUL
VERONIKA TOSINDE
JERLIN BASIVIA
CINDY CLAUDIA POIKELU
MEISKE TOEA
NOVLISA TARIWI
AURA BURU
AULINA BURU
JURNI LAWIO
SEPRIAN ALTIJAN BINDAU
MARKUS MANGKALI

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
J
J

SMA
SMP
SD
SMP
SMP
SMP
SMP
SMP
SMP
SMP
SD
SD
SMP
SMA
SMA

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

Amount
12.500,00
2.500,00
3.000,00
500,00
3.000,00
1.500,00
13.500,00
12.300,00
5.000,00
1.200,00
6.000,00
1.000,00
1.000,00

Grounds maintenance €

1.000,00

Unforeseen (damage)

€

1.000,00

€

65.000,00

65.000,00
Explanation of expenses

Explanation income
*

Distribution
Study costs
Accommodation
Personal care
COVID-19 charges
Sickness
Clinic fees
Care for children
Fixed charges
Schooling
Resources
New office
Fitting out shop
Building maintenance

Study fund; Five of our children are currently studying at a university or academy. In
June, three children will graduate from the senior high school and will then study at a
university/academy in August/September. By the third quarter of this year, we will
have a total of 8 children studying.
Medical fund; The post COVID-19 charges have been raised because of the costs we
make for the precautionary measures and the costs for the Rapid tests that we do on
staff and children when necessary.
Shelter; At the moment 24 children are living in the shelter (including student
Agnes). The fixed costs are higher this year because the staff has increased to 8 paid
employees.
Buildings and land; The post "new office" is for a new office to be built for land;
Astin, our new financial manager. The post "shop fitting" is for the purchase of a shelf
wall for products and a new refrigerator for products.

GEBOREN
26/12/2003
19/10/2005
5/5/2008
29/12/2004
6/1/2006
1/2/2005
3/1/2007
13/7/2004
30/5/2005
20/11/2004
14/4/2010
7/3/2008
5/11/2004
14/9/2002
12/9/2003

M/J

SCHOOL

GEBOREN

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

ALFRET SALARUPA
FERDINAL BASIWIA
ARLEN CHRISTIAVAN LAGI
EDWARD EDWARDO ASRUL
FENDRI MAUGO
RIFELDO EPAFRAS BURU
DELVON TOEA
GABRIEL JOZE KAPALA

NAAM

J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J

SMA
SMA
SMP
SD
SMP
SD
SMP
SD

23/7/2003
29/8/2000
30/8/2004
1/2/2009
15/2/2006
22/9/2006
10/12/2006
12/11/2011

1
2
3
4
5

GIDEON PANGANDO
TISRI NGKEDO
TABITHA PARIMO
AGNES SILVANI SALARUPA
MUTIARA WIDIYANTI TOSINDE

J
M
M
M
M

UNI. MAKASSAR
UNI MAKASSAR
UNI MAKASSAR
UNI TIONGKOK
UNI SALATIGA

23/11/2000
26/12/2001
5/21/2001
20/04/1999
29/6/2000
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Abbreviations
SD = Elementary school
SMP = Junior high school
SMA = Senior high school
SMK = Vocational
education
UNI = University

Major maintenance; In the 4th quarter of 2020 and the first 2 months of 2021, we carried out major maintenance on all our buildings.
The reason for this was that some of the uprights, which support the roof construction of our 11-year-old auditorium, had been
damaged by insects and therefore needed to be replaced. Also the floor had to be replaced because the tiles were worn out and
broken due to intensive use and earthquakes. The front and side of the auditorium are now equipped with shutters that allow us to
protect the room in strong winds and rain. One of the children's greatest wishes was to have a private living room where they could
study and relax. Therefore we have also built two living rooms with study facilities in our auditorium, one for the boys and one for the
girls. (The black ceiling in the photo is still being painted with the cosmos) After this renovation, we refurbished and improved all our
buildings together with the children. These activities were a nice distraction for our children because of the corona measures. Under
the leadership of our staff and construction team, they worked to their heart's content carpentering, painting, bricklaying and
decorating. The children have painted and decorated their bedrooms according to their own design. In addition, they have made an
ornamental garden in front of their sleeping quarters. All in all, the buildings look neat again. Below is a photo report of the work with
the results.
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Olviana Ratowo (Opin) and Astin Mokeba (Titin) graduated from Stiem Bongaya. They have
convincingly passed their Bachelor of Economics with studies in financial accounting and had their graduation ceremony on
December 17, 2020. They now carry the title of S.E. (Sarjana Ekonomi). Of course, I (Grandpa Eef) had to be present on this special
day and in spite of the corona measures, I succeeded in doing so. Every student was allowed to invite two family members and for us
this meant that Gideon, Tabitha and Veronika could go with Grandpa to the graduation ceremony. Utin, who sings in the choir of
Stiem Bongaya, had to perform and was already there. The ceremony was an impressive two hours. After this official event, we went
to a hotel to conclude this day festively. Below is a photo impression of this day with the future plans of Opin and Titin.

After the graduation ceremony, the girls had to wait a few
days for some official documents and we had time in
Makassar to talk about their future plans. Both wanted to
find a job in Central Sulawesi. That was the moment that I
spoke about our plans to expand the staff at Dolidi with
the vacancy of financial manager. Titin reacted
immediately with enthusiasm because she wanted to
work in the vicinity of Dolidi. She asked for some time to
consider this offer and to first discuss it with her family
and friend Engo, with whom she has a relationship. Engo
lives in Tentena and regularly works in the construction
team for Dolidi. Opin wanted to go to her brother in the
village of Wayura to look for a job in the surrounding
area. Her preference is a job in a bank. Both girls first
stayed at Dolidi for 3 weeks. Opin then moved to her
brother and Titin visited her family. Titin has now
returned to Dolidi and accepted our offer. She
immediately started preparing for her job and will
officially start her new job on 1 March. She is very
enthusiastic, partly because she wants to give something
back to the project and because she can also continue to
live at Dolidi.
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Gideon is working on his practical assignment at the Barombong
shipping academy. He had to look for an internship on a ship
and therefore, on 15 January, he travelled to Manado in the
north of Sulawesi where there is a large harbour. He applied
with several shipping companies and was eventually hired by
a freight carrier to do his internship until the end of this year. Gideon studies
marine engineering and especially the maintenance and repair of engines is a
great experience. Gideon has many social skills so he will be a welcome asset on
board for his colleagues. At least they haven't keeled over on him yet!

The schools are still closed and the children follow all their lessons online and/or get homework that we collect for them from the
schools. Self-study is very important in these times and we try to guide them as much as possible. We have also bought some
resources such as extra laptops to follow the online study as well as possible. In December 2020, the children took their Christmas
report exams at Dolidi and the results were great! Everyone has scored well and many are among the best of the class. Our students
also follow distance learning. Agnes is taking her university's classes in China online from Dolidi and has scored great marks in her
semester exams. The other students (Tiara, Utin and Tabitha) follow their lectures adapted and online in their study environment.
They too have scored great grades for their exams and are still on track to finish their studies well. Of course, we are very proud of all
our children.
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Last year, medical care was mainly focused on the COVID-19 pandemic and our precautionary measures. Rapid tests were regularly
carried out on staff and children if there was reason to do so. These tests were initially done in the hospital of the local health service
(Puskesmas). In consultation with the doctor of Puskesmas, these activities were moved to our own clinic. The doctor was willing to
come to Dolidi with an assistant. The costs for a Rapid test, where you get the result immediately, are 9 euros per test. If the result of
the test was negative, staff and/or children at Dolidi did not have to be isolated. In case of a positive test, of course, and this has
happened once so far. After a visit of our manager Dodi to his hometown Barati, the result of the test was reactive. According to the
doctor, this could also be caused by fatigue or stress so it was decided to do a swap test. This is free of charge. However, the result of
the swap test takes 14 days to arrive because it has to be sent to the laboratory in Makassar. So we immediately put Dodi in isolation
until the result was available. In the end, the result was negative and Dodi could resume his work as usual.
Of course, we also had to contend with the usual childhood illnesses and/or infections, all of which were remedied
with medication. We noticed that Veronika was watching a presentation with her eyes squeezed together and we
did an eye test with her. This showed that she had poor vision and we referred her to an optician. Veronika is now
wearing new glasses.
Because the medication and bandages in our clinic also had to be supplemented or replaced, and the corona precautions also cost
money in terms of masks and disinfectant soap, we had a total cost of € 2,875 for 2020. (On the photos the tests in our clinic and
Dodi's swap test in the hospital of Tentena....notice the detail below)
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Pocket money project progress.
It took a while, but on 1 March 2021, we will finally start the pocket money project for our Dolidi children.
During the preparation period of 6 months, we have kept track of what our children consume for their
personal care and for their school supplies. With this data, we were able to determine the basic amount
of pocket money. On top of that, each child receives an increase in the amount of money.
Our Dolidi shop is now set up with all the products they need and with extras they want to buy such as snacks. The products are
offered in our shop with a lowest price guarantee. The products they want to buy and that we do not have in stock in the shop, they
can order through our Dolidi courier. Staff and children have been informed about the whole process through a presentation and
consultation. All preparations have now been completed and everyone is ready for it.
What do we want to teach the children with the pocket money project?
 They learn the value of money, including that it can easily run out
 They learn to make choices: how much pocket money do you spend and how much
do you save?
 They learn to bridge a period of time with a certain amount of money
To teach the children how to save, we have also created a Dolidi bank where the children can put their pocket money that they have
saved (with interest) into a savings account. If they have saved enough, they may, for example, use it to buy a luxury item. They can
also apply for a loan from the bank if they are short of money to buy something necessary. The loan is then deducted from their
pocket money in the following months.
At Dolidi we also have house rules that the children have to abide by. Sometimes these rules are deliberately broken and the children
receive a warning or a punishment. We are now going to change that with the pocket money project. As it happens in the "ordinary"
world, we are going to fine the violations observed by the staff with a sum of money. The amount of the fine depends on the offence
committed. If the children do not agree with this fine, they can defend their position by presenting it to the Dolidi court consisting of
Grandpa Eef and manager Dodi. The amount of the fine will not affect the ability to buy personal care items and school materials.
It will affect the ability to buy snacks or to save money.

Website www.stichtingdolidindano.com
Rob Braakhuis has become the new administrator of
our website. He makes sure that our website is "up to
date" with information, photos and film. Meanwhile,
the website has been updated with all the latest
information and photos. Unfortunately, the film is not
yet available! Rob is dependent on the materials that
are delivered to him and has been asking for some
time for a recent video about the project and the
children at Dolidi. We are working on it with the
children at Dolidi, but due to various
disruptions, we have not been able to
do so yet. Please be patient for a while.
Our apologies for this.
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The letter below was received from Astin in January, at which time the discussions for her job at Dolidi were not yet completed and she
was not yet able to write about it. We hope that she will post this story in the next newsletter and then also tell about her first
experiences as a financial manager. Astin's letter was in Indonesian and has been freely translated by Opa Eef.
Hello all ... My name is Astin Yulrita Mokeba, commonly called Titin. I am now 22 years old.
I would like to tell a little story about my life during my stay at Dolidi Ndano Foundation. Starting from
my secondary school to finishing high school, it is easy to pass the days with friends, brothers and sisters
at this foundation. Many events were organised during the time we lived here. Sometimes difficult
but mostly as happy children. We have experienced them all together. Sometimes we children
disobey the given rules and orders and hurt Grandpa and the staff, until we finally get a reprimand
and punishment from Grandpa for our actions. But behind our attitude, they still love us, give their
love and support to us, both the people at this Foundation and everyone in the Netherlands or
anywhere else who always support and encourage us to keep fighting for our respective futures.
Everything we need, both at school and at home, is well provided for us. I am very grateful for the
happiness and opportunities that I have received during my stay in the shelter of the Foundation.
Even since I went to university (Stiem Bongaya Makassar), my responsibility as a student was
greater than when I went to secondary and higher school, which certainly requires more money
and energy. Starting to live in the city with the association and language style different from the
one I used before. In Makassar, I first lived in a female boarding house with my classmate Olvin.
Later, I lived in the beautiful house on Green River View together with Olvin, Gideon, Utin and
Tabitha. During that time, I learned to be an independent person, like in terms of planning and
spending money to eat on time and regularly. To cook and do everything myself. I also met many
friends who could help me adapt to the environment on campus. It was a very stressful time to get
to the point where I had to fight for my bachelor's degree. But I made it through and as of
17 December 2020, I have graduated and obtained a Bachelor of Economics for which I studied at
the university for about 4 years. All this is thanks to the support and love that has always been and
is being given to me.
After completing my studies, I want to work in the future according to my major, which is accounting.
I hope to be a successful person in the future, so that I can be proud of the people who love me, and I am
grateful for everything that has been given to me so far. I may not be able to repay all that I have been given
now, but in the future I will try to do my best and be useful to others. These were a few short stories from me.
Kind regards and thank you very much.

2012

2015
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2020

Astin.

Agnes, who studies at Sanquan Xinxiang Medical University in China, has been on Dolidi for a
year due to the COVID-19 pandemic. She would very much like to return to China to continue her
(online) studies. Unfortunately, this is not possible for her and there are several reasons for this;
because of the lock-down it is very difficult to fly to China, moreover, her year visa has expired
and a new application procedure has to be started. The campus where she lives is still closed to
international students. Of course, we do not want to take any risk because of the corona
pandemic and we will not let her go. Despite everything, Agnes is working very hard on her
studies and is a good example for everyone because of her positive attitude!
To tell her story in her own words, she handed over the letter below to be placed in this
newsletter. The letter has also been received in Indonesian and translated by Opa Eef.

It doesn't feel like a year has gone by, of course I have had many new experiences during my time at Dolidi. Here I want to share a
story that I think is very memorable in the midst of this pandemic, namely "When I attended lectures with an online system".
I did not feel that I had managed to live for two semesters with the online lecture system. In my opinion, online lectures are not easy
with the wifi signal conditions that are sometimes very weak, so I have to open and close the Dingtalk application where our teacher is
teaching. But whatever the challenge was, I discussed it with Opa and Opa tried to find a solution so that I could study well and
quietly. And I also discussed this issue with my teacher and he decided that all teachers should send video footage of our lessons after
each lesson every day so that I can easily review the lesson.
It is different with the things I am very worried about, namely taking exams with an online system. The worry disappeared
immediately, however, because Grandpa did his best so that I could pass the exam. And despite all our efforts, I was able to take the
test well and get good results. Thanks for all the support from Grandpa and the donors so that what I think is difficult can be easily
solved.
This is the story of me. Thank you ... Agnes

Safety is a top priority at Dolidi. In this region,
accidents sometimes happen when swimming in
the lake or in the river. The cause is usually that
(especially for girls) they swim with a lot of
clothing on, which then becomes heavy from the
water.
This is why we bought our children neoprene
swimwear, which is comfortable, light and keeps
the body warm. They had to get used to it but
now they are very happy with it.
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Photos taken by the children
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